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IlITROJU CT ION 
Accurate forecasts of strean flow produce direct 1)enefits for 
the populace of a watershed which can be measured in terms of cash 
incone. In 1946 in Deschutes awl Crook counties of Oregon, the stream 
flow .forecast based on snow surveys indicated appreciably greater than 
average runoff to be anticipated during the course of the subsequent 
irrigation season (10). Accordingly, some 6500 acres of aericultural 
land in the area, normally not cropped, were seeded and successfully 
irrigated. The cash value of crops, grown on this usually unpro-
ductive land, was estL~ated to be more than half a million dollars. 
Conversely, when short water supplies are indicated appropriate 
steps in crop planning may be intelligently undertaken. Such steps 
may include a reduction in the acreage of irrie;at8d lani, developMent 
of alternate water supplies, or the production of early maturine; crops 
which do not require late season irrigations. A successful forecast 
also allows time for adequate planning of reservoir operation and 
power production. Contemporary forecasts for the Bear River at Harer, 
Idaho, lack the inherent accuracy for complete realization of all of 
the benefits accrui'ng from reliable streamflow predictions. 
At the present time (1) more than half a million acres are 
irrigated from the Bear River and its tributaries, of which approxi-
mately 140,600 are located upstream from Harer (figure 1). During 
the three hundred mile journey of the river from the Uinta Mountains 
through Utah, Wyoming and Idaho to Great Salt Lake, the river crosses 
Ii IT ROJUCTION 
Accurate forecasts of stream flovl produce direct benefits for 
the populace of a watershed vfhich can be measured in terms of cash 
income. In 1946 in Deschutes anr1 Crook counties of Oregon, the stream 
flow forecast based on snow surveys indicated appreciably greater than 
average runoff to be anticipated during the course of the subsequent 
irrigation season (10). Accordingly, some 6500 acres of agricultural 
land in the area, normally not cropped, were seeded and successfully 
irrigated. The cash value of crops, grown on this usually unpro-
ductive land, was estimated to be more than half a million dollars. 
Conversely, when s hort water supplies are indicated appropriate 
steps in crop planning may be intelliei?ntly unde rtaken. Such steps 
ma:r include a reduction i!1 the acreage of irriGated lani, developTl'Jent _ 
of alternate water supplies, or the production of early maturing crops 
which do not require late season irrieations. A successful forecast 
also allows time for adequate planning of r eservoir operation and 
power production. Contemporary forecasts for the Bear River at Harer, 
Idaho, lack the inherent accuracy for complete realization of all of 
the benefits accruing from reliable strear!lflow predictions. 
At the present time (1) more than half a million acres are 
irrigated from the Dear River and its tributaries, of which approxi-
mately 140,600 are located upstream from Harer (figure 1). During 
the t hree hundred mile journey of the river from the Uinta Mountains 
through Utah, Wyoming and Idaho to Great Salt Lake, the rive r crosses 
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state boundaries five tirlcs. I::trnediately below Harer, Bear Lake has 
been utilized as a storage reservoir since 1902. An extensive network 
of rese rvoirs and power plants below Bear Lake have hact a profound 
effect upon irrigation and power development. 
The interstate nature of the river has caused probleMS of equit-
able distribution which have beco::1e more complex with the passage of 
tirrle. In order to utilize the flow of the near River in the best pos-
sible interests of all concerned the Tri-State Investigations were 
instituted in 1943. The investigations were to be undertaken jointly 
by the United states Geological Survey, the Bureau of Reclamation, the 
states of Utah, Yfyom.ing and Idaho together v'lith other water users on 
the river (1). Intensified river development coupled with interstate 
appropriation difficulties indicate the necessit:-, of an accurate 
estimate of stream flow in order to facilitate annual basin \;ide 
planning of crop requirements and strean regL~e . 
An accurate forecast for the basin above Haror would provide 
additional information for the operation of the largest r ese rvoir in 
the Dear River system, in addition to guidinG cropping programs in 
the watershed. This thesis has such a prediction as its prinary 
obj ective. Incidental to providing main stem forecasts, tributary 
rr~digtions can be r ealized in the determination of their contribution 
to t he total volumetric flow at Harer, Idaho . 
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ResuT:le of snOH survey histo ry 
------ -- ---- y 
The earliest reported snow-water content measurements were made 
by S. A. ~Jixer at RUT:lford Falls , Maine , in 1901. A t;lpica1 snow core 
was weighed to deterr.line its water content. A si71i1ar procedure was 
c'Tlployed by R. f.. Horton at Utica , NeH York, in 1903 , with a some-
vlhat larGer r epresentative snow core sample. In 1909 J. E. Church, 
Jr. devised the ~,~t . Rose sar.1p1er and scalos and utilized this equip-
ment to study the r elat ionship between forests an-i snow conservation. 
The sanplnr an-l scale devised by Church enabled rapid samplinc of 
deep snow in the Lake Tahoe area. The tube and snow core when bal-
anced on the Ut e Rose scales produce a direct measureJ11ent of snow-
water equivalent. The utilization of easily portable direct readinG 
equipment ereatly facilitated the task of sampling and recording the 
accumulated winter snowfall. Clyde (5) reports that durine this 
period Dr. Church conceived the idea of using accumulated snow cover 
as a basis for forecastinG stream flow and to him (Church) should go 
the title of "Father of SnOVI Surveying and StreaT:l Flow Forecasting." 
'::l1ile Churr.h was conducting his \iork in ~Jevada, J. G. Alter, an 
c'"1p10yee of the Weather Bureau in Utah, sucgested to the Utah state 
encineer that snow cover measuroments be !."lade in that state. In 1911 
e Uni ten States r;eather Bureau authorized the project, and that 
\ inter Alter T:lade the first official survey of the water content of 
t :1e S:10W cover on the Maple Creek watershod in Utah County. 
Prior to 1914 the United states Weathe r 3urcau published in its 
Cli:natological Data for Utah only descriptive genEralities conce rning 
the condition, extent and quantity of snow cover in the ~asatch and 
Uinta Mountains. Subsequently, an agreement was reached hetween the 
Weather trurcau a ,1d the United States Forest Se rvice for the establish-
ment of standard V:Gathf.!r 3uroau stakes to measure the depth of the 
snow mantle . Due to the inaccessibilit:: of the maj ority of stakes, 
readings we re incomplete and as a result a large nU!!l(ler of the stakes 
were abandoned. 
Snow surve~ls patterned after the ~hurch method we re instituted in 
Utah in 1923-24 by Clyde (5) and BOhen (3). The snow courses we r e , 
where possible, located adjacent to "'[ea the r Bureau S110\'1 stakes. By 
1930 snow surveys were being made on most of the main streams of the 
state, and as thes e data became available they were publisherl in lieu 
of snow stake readings in the Clb.a tological Data. 
~ethods of forecasting from ~ s urveys 
Two methods of forecasting stream flow from snoVi surveys have 
been developed , namely the method of a reas and the percentage meth od 
(4). The f ormer requires that the forecaster det ermine the total 
volUMe of Hater in the snow cove r, Vfhile the latter assumes that the 
percentage of seasonal normal water equivalent is indica tive of the 
subsequent strea::1 flow . The basic difference in these methods is 
f'undanental. 
'~ethod of a reas . The method of areas as inrlicated by Church (l~) 
is ,.lifficult to apply as refle ction will indicate. The chief variable 
to 1 e accounted for is the variation in snow COVf: r \"..-ith elevation, 
arf'a and aspect. In order to detennine accurately the volut'letric water 
equivalent, an extremely large number of samples must be tal<en. For 
most watersheds the requisite number of samples constitutes a physical 
and financial burden which is generally insurmountable. A second 
major difficulty is the determination of an infi ltration index for 
tho basin, together with an evaporation index which will yield a value 
of moisture excess which will appear as stream flow at down stream 
gaging stations. Since the drainage area of the Bear River above Harer 
constitutes some 2780 square miles (12) the possibilities of applying 
the method of areas appears remote. 
The percentage method. The percentage method or method of seasonal 
percentages is based upon the fact that the big storms which furnish 
the bulk of the winter snow are comparatively uniform in character with 
respect to area. An ave rage of characteristic courses over the drain-
aGO basin should yield a typical seasonal percentage for the basin as 
a \'ihole . Correlation of the snow-water equivalent index thus obtained, 
and ~esulting volumetric runoff for a definite period J~elds a co-
efficient of correlation, which, generally speaking, is highe r than 
other me tho· Is thus far dis cussed. 
It is of interest to note that Clyde and Work (~) found no 
relationship between snow stake surveys and resulting runoff. They 
conclude their analysis with the following: 
"Snow stake readings are not snOVI surve~;/s and the snow cover 
iata from the two sources are not comparable. Therefore, 
Fhcn studyi ng the re lationship between snow COV8r and run-
o f snon stake readings cannot be compared \dth snow course 
data ." 
F ('tor influencing r elat ionship between ~ survey data and stream f l ow 
Linsley et a1. (9) point out three factors not in'licatcd by the 
"no,:-water equivalent index which will have a pronounced af'fect on 
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stream flm.. These are: 
1. Groundwater flow. 
2. Soil moisture deficiency. 
3. Precipitation nurin~ the runoff period. 
Groundwater floVi. In areas where groundwater flow constitutes a 
sienificant percentage of total stream flow, a resulting increase in 
the correlation coefficient may be realized by taking into conside r-
ation some parameter which will represent this fador. Linsley (P,) 
suceests the use of initial flow on a fixed date of the precedinG 
autumn or the lowest flow for the precedinG year as being indicative 
parameters for groundwater runoff correlations. In many cases, 
however, t:le latter parameter as indicated by Linsley could not be 
used on streams whose recimen was such that during certain periods 
of the irrigat i on season complete appropriation and diversion was 
necessary. The total volume of runoff of the precedinf, season 
siJYlilarly may furnish some indication as to the quantity of base flow. 
Soil moisture deficiency. Condition of the basin soil ~;servoir 
in the interval preceding runoff can also play a profound role in 
influencing subsequent runoff. Before surface runoff can occur the 
basin infiltration index must be satisfied. Not only must the soil 
reservoir be replenished, but depressional storage and interception 
1'> quirements must be met. Li nsley et a1. (9) sugr,est fall precipita-
tion or total winter discharge, or both as additional variables to be 
correlated in order to forecast seasonal volumes of runoff. In the 
.. estern United States it is difficult to deternine precisel:, the ti~e 
as to consider in ante cedent fall precipitation. If the pcrio-) 
s lccted is too early, then actual soil moisture conditions ';'jill not 
tn; l y represented at the time when the pCI":'1anent ilinter snOVi mantle 
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is established. If the precipitation influence is r.ontinued too late 
in the year, there is a strone possibility of double countine a portion 
of this moisture. For example, if in an attempt to characterize soil 
moisture deficiencies the antecedent precipitation records are carried 
into Decer.1ber, there viill be an excellent chanr.e that some of this 
precipi tat ion will 1;e recorded again in the April 1 snoY{ surve~r, thus 
rendering the attempt at forecast refinement i mpractical and mis-
leading. It has been suggested that Novembe r 15 be used as a t}~ical 
fall precipitation terminal date in stu'-Ues of this nature. November 
20 also may be used as a terminus, particularly if fall temperatures 
are significantly above normal. 
Pr ecipitat i on during the runoff period. The effect of precipitation 
during the runoff period is related to numerous variables, such as 
region, extent of dive rs i ons, dominant veEetal cover, and chronological 
dist ribution. Cooperrider and Sykes (6 ) report that although SUlTh':1er 
sto:rns occas ionally 'lel iver important quantities of water, any seasonal 
CO!'1parison of flo ... data illustrates the relatively small percentage of 
average annual flow contributed by summer rains. This is extremely 
_o rtuitous f rom the stream flow forecasting aspect, sin~e long range 
. rccipitation forecasting has not as yet been successfully pe rfected. 
:' r:o means~ however, should su:nmer p recipitat Lon be neglected . 
oar..h :1an (2) points out that correlating snow-water equivalent with 
stl' a..,:-low is dependent upon the normality of all other influencing 
,. a:-actcristics . Cooperrider and S:'kes conclude that losses through 
1.0 'ation and transpiration (consumptive use) account f or the 
~ 'or .iffercnce between sunmer precipitation and stream yield. 
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There is a practical date which must be chosen in or"le r to finalize 
stream flow prediction so that the forecast may be of practical value. 
This is the chief fa ctor in neglecting the e ffect of SUlmner precipita-
tion generally beyond the end of Hay in April throueh September stream 
flow forecasts. 
CO:1R,'SLA 'l' ro:;~ OF GAGING STATION FLOW 
General method 
The General method of forecast utilized in this study is pre-
sented in a flow chart (Fig. 7). Snow-water equivalent and precipit-
ation records are used to predict the flow of Twin Creek at Sage, 
Smiths Fork near Border and the Boar River near Evanston. (Fig. 1) 
The forecast flow of the Bear River near Randolph is determined by 
means of a correlatinG equation. A prediction of flow for the Bear 
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River at Border is calculated by substituting these intermediate fore-
casts in a general equation of stream flow. The flow at Harer is then 
forecast by means of an equation correlating these two stations. 
The following sections explain this procedure in detail and 
present arguments for its utilization. 
Zonin~ of watershed ____ -=9 __ __ ______ _ 
Forecasts to date for the April-September flov; at Harer prepared 
b:t the Federal-State Cooperative Snow Surveys and Water Supply Fore-
casts sroup have depended upon the correlation of interbasin snow 
courses and the resulting floVl at Harer. Previous stuc.ies have not 
been instituted which would reflect an increased degree of correlation 
as a result of separating zonal influence by means of multiple correla-
Fons between independent variables throughout the drainage basin. The 
in~tial step in this analysis has been the separation of the drainage 
l asin into zones (Fig. 1) whose water yield as measured by stream floVi 
woul. be characteristic of the runoff producing variables in that 
s"'ction. 
Flo.; of the main stem near Evanston, Wyoming, is taken to be 
_'a teristic of the north slopes of the Uinta Mountains. The 
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central area of the basin above Harer has been represented by the 
flovf of Twin Creek at Sage, Vfyoming, while the northern area has been 
exemplified by the floV{ of Smiths Fork near Border, 'ii~roming . The flow 
records for Smiths Fork at Cokeville would have been more desireable 
by virtue of the proximity of this gaeinc station to the tributar~y 
confluence with the main stem, but unfortunately the station was 
abandoned in 1951. These stations will reflf-' ct snow ~ovp r variation 
with reference to aspect and areal extent. (Fig. 1) A zone represent-
inE the eastern aspect of the Wasatch range may be considered valuable, 
but as it will be denonstrated later a coefficient of multiple netermin-
ation of 0.991 exists between the variables introduced to this point. 
~~in s tem correlations 
~dndolph-}Jvanston relationships. The flovi at the Randolph gaging 
station is consistently less than that recorded upstream at Evanston 
ecause of diversions during the irrigation season. In correlating 
stream flow between Evanston and Randolph deviations from a linear two 
variable reGression line could probably be best accounted for by 
taking total diversions into consideration, or by selecting a single 
anal as an index which would be characteristic of seasonal diversions. 
CO:M.S for diversions appearinc in t he Bear River Hydrometric Data (1) 
n. in the Surface Water Supply Papers (10 ) do not contain sufficient 
r cords for this purpose. If a diversion index could be determined 
orrelation between Randolph and Bvanston gar,ine stations would 
i:nproved. In forecasting stream flow, the diversional 
woulJ of necessity be forecast in order to assess the differences 
between the stations under discussion for the main stem. 
n r castine the stream flow at Evanston, as Viill be demonstrated in 
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the Forecasting Variahl";s section, the divfJrsional index is assumed to 
be inherently conta ined in the snow-water equivalent index. Rational-
izing this assumption presents very little difficulty, since high 
snow-water equivalent indices represent increased possibilities for 
diversion. 
The relationship founi to exist between these particular stations 
(table 12) may be represented by the regression equation: 
y = -61.31 + 1.226 X 
'I[here, 
Y = April-September flow of Bear River near 
'Randolph in thousanris of acre feet. 
X = April-September flow of Bear River near 
Evanston in thousand acre feet. 
'.:'he coefficient of determination for this analysis is .947 and the 
s~anda~. error of estimate 14.36. 
'ordcr-~ relationships. The United States Geological Survey 
(u .s. G.s.) relationship between the Border and Harer gaging stations 
1 sed on observed flow may be stated: 
Y = 1.25 X 
\I. re, 
Y = April-Septembe r flow at Harer in 
t housand acre f eet . 
v = i,pril-September flow at Border in 
thousand acre feet. 
val e of this relationship lies in its application to detennining 
n r.;tatp stream regime between Vlyooing and Idaho in the Border-
~ "rea. A linear regression equation has been derived by the 
or rincipally to assist future forecast analysis in correlation 
." ations between Border and Harer in an ultimate forecast 
Harer. An incidental purpose of this correlation is 
to check a linear rep.-ress-ton eouation de+'er"1'.in:2d r 'v t. : e meV-cd of 
least ~onares ","itn the 901..-a':.-ton at Jtilizei h7 the tT.S.n.S •• The 
relatione!";ip frem this analy ~s :r~elds t~e e<:r.<ation (table 11): 
y = 2 . 01 1.186 X 
where, 
Y = t\pril-Seotember 1'loH iD t i;ousand 
acre feet at Harer . 
X = Auril-Septerober nOH in tho1J13and 
acre feet at. Border. 
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The ratio of the seycnteen ~Tear raea..'1 Al)ril-Seotcm"t1er flows between 
t'le t ... 10 ntations (table 11) is: 
: GPo" nOlo] at 'brer 264 . '17 
e fl ow at Porder • • 1.20 221.61.. 
This <::losely approximates t, e U. S.'J.S. factcr of 1.25. The standard 
rrcr cf esti rr:ate in the regression eqllat,ion as not.ed is 14. 94 ar'd the 
" ",:HS1E-Fit of deterrninati on is 0. 987. 
"'TO. ut:>:Fr correlation 
Fork near Pcrder . 
~~-- ---- ----
TI1e trir-ut;;.ry c naract.eri7..inr; t -.e SOt'thorn 
0: the "wrthern drainago hasin area is Sl11it ,15 Fork , and t~e 
• recorcs availar.le for this streAm are observed at the gnr;ing 
near 'Clorder . The tHclve 'Tcars of record available for this 
(tClble 7) indicates an April-Sept<:. reber mean now t~at 
44 00 r ce!1t of t :le equivalent mean flo,,; at Harer . The 
n of this import<.u"1t tributary in a correJa tion anal:rsis air:1ed 
ca ~o:"W strea.rnflo1' be)oltl the c cn .~'lence with tLe main ster : 
n rst;mdably detract from thecv2raJl ace'racv . Usinv a Sr:Oltl-
lent index weighted for basi n in~l..1"mce would certainly 
ass'; forecasti..nr:. I f Smiths Fork 1. tself is 'lsed 8."' a 
1. ·h .... ream flow eq"ation, (as it ~s in this anal'.csjs) 
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necessitating an independent forecast for integration with the main 
estimate, added benefits are evident for development from this stream. 
Approximately 11,500 acres are irrigated above COf\:eville from Smiths 
Fork. 
Twin Creek at Sage. The floVl of Twin Creek at Sage, Wyoming , has 
been chosen as the index characteristic of the central portion of the 
drainage area above Harer. Although the twelve year mean flow or the 
April-Septembe r period (table 13) represents only approximately S p8r 
cent of the equivalent floVl at :rarer, the influence of Twin Creek is 
an important factor in writing the general streamfloVl equation. Refer-
cnce to figure 1 will indicate that no snow course exists in the 
inrlediate vicinity of the headwaters of Twin Creek. The forecast for 
T\'lin Creek, as vlill be shovm , bears the lowest degree of correlation 
In thi§ anal~~ ig, and for that reason the establishment of a snow 
course in this general area \{ould oaterially assist in an overall 
orecast of streamflow at Hare r. 
G ncral equation of strear.Jflow 
:~ultiple correlation of the variables previously introduced 
. rields the following equation of stream flow (table 13): 
re, 
all quantities are April-September totals in 
t:ousanos of acre feet 
Xl = Bear River at Border 
X2 = S 'Ii ths Fork ncar Dorder 
;' 3 = Dear lliver near Randolph 
XLI = Tv;in r.rcek at Sage 
stan tard error of estimate for this analysis is 10.27 and the 
i~~0nt of multiple determination is 0.991. 
The analysis is based upon twelve years of record , Bear River at 
Border having the longest period of record for the group. Ezekial (7) 
has prepared a series of charts which give the true correlation 
coefficient corrected for the number of samples. With twelve observa-
tions and an observed correlation of 0.9911 the truo correlation is 
found to be 0.95. 
riith a reliable equation of general stream flow as a basis, the 
next analysis required for a forecast at Harer is the prediction of 
flow for each gaging station involved. As pointed out previously, 
incidental to the primary forecast, a forecast is deter.nined for each 
gaging station used in the correlation analysis. 
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FORECASTI?JG FLo\! 1I.T GAGING STATIONS 
:.:ethod of analysis 
---- . 
Many independent variables must be conside red in preparing a 
forecast of flow at a particular gaging station. For example, not 
only should precipitation records be used in attempting to account 
for deviations from the regression line relating snow-water indices 
and resultinc stream flow, but an attenpt should be made with dif-
ferent weights of precipitation records in orde r to enhance the 
ecr ce of correlation. V[orkers in the field of stream flow fore-
asting have found that in some cases use of October plus t wice 
:" ¥~8b§ r 1-20 precipitation records produce bettp.r results than 
usi~r: simply October plus Hovember 1-20 recorded precipitation • 
.J ~ "l ilarl:", in some cases twice April plus lJay precipitation may 
: ':'01 better results that simply using April plus May precipitation. 
?"d. basin is unique, and what will produce good r esults in one area 
. ~o"'.; necessarily :,rield comparable r esults in another basin • 
. :. th, metical correlations can be ,":orked out for each possible 
• ~nation devised by t he ingenuity of the forecaster, but unless 
, " cal did is obtained the ph:rs ical task of computation becomes 
consuminG. For this reason, the a1.L"Ciliary graphical 
for multiple correlation as . described b y Ezekia l (7) have 
for this phase of t he analysis. 
Dear River near Evanston 
InJcpendent variables utilized. April 1 snoH-vvater equivalent as 
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measured at Goodman Ranch and Trial Lake, together with the April-:.1ay 
precipitation at Evanston constitute the variables best representine 
the estimated flow of the Bear River near Evanston. (figure 2a, b, c). 
The year 1954 was excluded as unusually abnormal in fitting the 
curve for figure 2a. This is in accordance with the precepts advanced 
by Boardman (2) in his analysis of the Truckee and Tahoe basins in 
';;. Gtern Nevada. The same reasoning was utilized in preparation of 
figure 2b in excluding the influence of 1954. Fieure 2b represents 
deviations from fie;ure 2a (Goodman Ranch) plotted against April 1 
,",ater equivalent as measured at Trial Lake. Below 23.5 inches of 
;:;:ter at this snow course a corresponding decrease is indicated from 
.~ ~9f§CaGt flow at Bvanston as indicated by the Goodman Ranch survey. 
'. oVP 23.:) inches of water a t Trial Lake a net increas e 0 f flow as 
for~ cast by Goodman Ranch is applicable. The fallinG nature of the 
osltive limb of this curve signifies that as snow-water equivalent 
rCas es at Trial Lake above 27 inches a correGpondinG increase 
... n; at Goodman Ranch with a decreasing influence of water content 
t fomer snoY[ course. Low snow at Trial Lake is probably 
£1 cted as decreased late summer flow since the later flow is 
fron the higher elevation snOVT fields. Hence, below an 
.. ate r equivalent of 23.5 inches at Trial Lake the estimated 
ou1 be reduced to alloVi for this factor (figure 2b). 
vi Lons from figure 2b are plotted in figure 2c a gainst twice 
:Ja:' precipitation at Evanston. The reason for low flow in 
c ::ws apparent as a result of unusually low s pring 
precipitation. The years 1952 and 1950 have been omitted from 
positioning the precipitation influence line, since they represent 
maximum years of water equivalent recorded at Goodman H.anch. With 
much more than average water content at this station the effects of 
spring precipitation tend to become less and less influential in 
determining total irrigation season flow. 
Independent variables rejected. In arriving at the selection of 
variables for use in forecasting the Evanston flow a number were 
investigated which did not exhibit satisfactory degrees of correla-
tion. A number of possible correlations may be dismissed by casual 
inspection of the Summary of Snow Survey Data (11), Surface Water 
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U j ply Papers (12) and Climatological Data for the State of Utah as 
olished by the U.S. Weather Bureau. Other interrelated variables 
"'ibit a ffi8aerate degree of compatibility when inspected in a cursory 
.: -nination and warrant more exhaustive analysis. 
Three snow courses in the headwater area above Evanston indicate 
f. or degree of correlation at first glance. These courses are Head 
o .:lr :liver, Uonte Cristo and Smith Morehous e. A graphical repres enta-
r iver :,rield versus snow-water equivalent index, however, may be 
~ ted as being indicative of no systematic correlation. Various 
tions of precipitation indices at Evanston, Coalville, Laketown, 
Sabe do not pr esent consistent positive or negative 
the resulting stream flow at Evanston • 
• r 1 L:lk snovr course for the years 1943 to 1954 indicates a 
.rvilL'1ear relationship but again no consistent deviation 
stablished by utilization of spring or preceding fall 
on r cords available for the previ ously noted stations . 
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Records for Trial Lake are available from 1932 to date, but in order to 
cO:ilpare all aspects of the forecast relation on an equal time base only 
the records from 1943 have been utilized in preparing the deviation 
analysis to alter trends indicated from Goodman Ranch. The data avail-
able fror.J 1932 indicate a best fit regression line which presents a 
reversed curvilinear form. Although this type of relationship may fit 
and best explain the data from a statistical standpoint it would not 
appear to be consistent with similar studies for other basins. 
Since late season flow chiefly originates from· high snow mantles 
it Has expected that a fair degree of correlation may exist between 
t.' July-September flow· and the Trial Lake snoVf-water equivalent index • 
. Ls h:'pothesis was not supported by a graphical analysis. 
Having utilized the forecast procedure outlined orir,inally in 
. S sl~cHon, the correspondinG flow at Randolph may be calculated 
r :n the regression equation previously described or selected from 
lot of this equation (figure 3). 
near Border 
------ ---- ----
endcnt variables utilized . The average April 1 wate r equiva-
in,..lex at Piney-La Ba.rge, C.C.C. camp , and Snyder Basin Ranger 
0:1 conected for antecendent and subsequent precipitation at 
r the variables selected to deternine flow of S~iths Fork 
d. 
;::':':1g the regression line for fi gure 4a t he influence of the 
1954 was omitted (after Boardman (2)). Deviations 
~ , "loH from figure 4a are plotted in figure 4b against 
tViice l10venbe r 1-20 preci pit at ion. The influence 
1 5 arc omitted, asain, in fitting the curve. 
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The fall precipitation at Border for the years of record studies 
is a significant parameter representing antecedent soil moisture 
conditions before the establishment of the permanent snow mantle. 
Averaging the precipitation as measured at Border with another station 
probablj- would have enhanced this correlation. The most promising 
s tation appears to be Grover, V{yorning. Published data for the Grover 
station goes back only as far as 1947. It was noticed in the Climat-: 
olof,ical Data for Utah that the record should predate 1947 by at least 
twenty years. No published explanation was indicated in the Climat-
ological Data, however. The author has learned since the preparation 
of his forecast procedure that the Grover station was known as Afton 
rior to 1947. Knowledee of this apparent record anomaly may assist 
o her workers in the analysis of Smiths Fork. 
Jeviations from flow corrections from figure 4b are plotted 
. i~t s~ring precipitation at Border in figure 4C. The reason 
o. the years 1954 and 1947 up to th-is point becomes apparent when 
~ variable is considered. 1954 appears as the l owes t spring 
year of the period studied, while 1947 is the second 
; car in the group. 
s reviously stated each basin is unique in character. A case 
. ~ ±5 illmrtrat€lei here. In the analysis of the flow at Evanston 
::;no· ... -watcr equivalent index at Goodman Ranch the spring pre-
t' on for the years 1950 and 1952 did not appear to be a major 
factor to April-September .flow.Smiths Fork at Border, 
'ron flo\{ indicated by the snow-water equivalent index by 
soil moisture conditions, is significantly affected by all 
G recipitation. 
Independent variables rejected. 
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The April-September flOVi of Smiths 
Fork at Border exhibits a moderate correlation with the snow-water 
equivalent index at Snyder Basin RanEer Station. Deviations from a 
trial regression line are not consistently explained by comparison 
with snow"-water equivalent index at the Piney La. Bar ge snow course 
nor the C.C.C. camp index. A similar conclusion may be drawn from 
comparing indicated deviations with fall and spring precipitation as 
measured at Border and Sage, individually or averaged. 
A moderate correlation was observed between deviations fro~ 
fir,u re 4c and the mean March temperature at Dorder. Net probable 
corroctions were relatively small numerically, and this final adjust-
m nt was not considered warranted with the years of record currently 
vailable at Border. Knowledge of this factor may prove of value in 
: ~~ t9 Gom@ when more observed data are available for Smiths Fork 
ar Border. 
Various combinations of antecedent flow we:I'e investigated in 
or to characterize base flow, hut proved to be of little value. 
sc atte::lpts included the lowest flow of the preceding year , total 
0.. 'or the past yea r and the average flow during December, January 
the forecast date. 
nt variables utilized. Prior reference has been made to 
~-.A~--
f S'1017 survey courses in the headwater area of Twin Creek. 
caster pe rforce must attempt to correlate snow courses some 
ala: from the subdrainage area proper. Bernard, in comment-
.. ark of Clyde and Work (5) notes a progressive decrease in 
ion with increasing distance in reference to correlating 
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runoff for Big Cottonwood Creek in Utah with precipitation stations. 
While it is known that extra basin indices are useful parameters in 
forecasting stream flow due to the general uniformity of the big storms, 
there is no doubt that precipitation stations or snow survey courses 
located in the heart of the subdrainage area are superior indicators. 
The Goodman Ranch snow course was utilized in forecasting April-
September flow of Twin Creek at Sage (figure 5). Attempts to account 
for deviations between observed floVI and the regression line were 
unsuccessful. 
Independent variables rejected. The ave rage water index computed 
from Garden City Summit and Franklin Basin snow courses shows some 
correlation with the flow at Sage. Deviations from this curve show 
So~e correlation with the fall precipitation at Sage and Border, 
,,"o'Tling. Although a comparatively long precipitation record is 
available at Sage the data are unusable because' of several omissions. 
-or example, in the eleven year pe riod from 1943 to 1953 there are 
rr~r omissions of April precipitation data. April admittedly is the 
ost reIleated month of omission at Sa'"e, other months having more 
O~. lete records. These missing data could doubtless be estimated 
:1 ot. er stations but the validity of these estimates in preparing 
fo 'ccast from the already short period of record for Twin Creek at 
i5 questionable (table 6). 
si11lar degree of correlation was observed for the deviations 
v' ously noted and the spring precipitation at the same stations. 
vuriou~ combinations of precipitation by months used in this 
S i.cre October, October plus November 1-20 and October plus 
For the effect of spring precipitation, months 
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used Vlere April, May, April plus May and twice April plus ~Jay. The 
same analysis with comparable results was completed for precipitation 
records at Coalville and 'JVoodruff. 
Since s pring precipitation as measured at valley stations apparently 
did not enhance the deGree of correlation, the 1~y 1 snow-water equival-
ent at Uount Logan ViaS investigated. Although time did not permit 
coraplete exhaustion of the various Uay 1 survey combi nations, it i s 
felt that fUrther investigation of this method may yield ~ore positive 
results than presently realized by the author. 
Deviations from the Goodman Ranch analJ~is were worked through 
exactly the sahle processes as have been described in this section 
with disappointing results. 
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PREPARING A FORECAST 
To illustrate the use of charts and equations presented to this 
point assume the forecast for 1949, corrected from April 1 by spring 
precipitation, is made. The flow chart illustrated in figure 7 will 
materially assist in visualizing the requisite steps in handling each 
variable to predict the April-September flow of the Bear l1iver at 
Harer. 
The initial process requires the forecast of stream floil for 
each gaging station (Bear River near Randolph, Smiths Fork at Border 
and Twin Creek at Sage) appearing in the multiple regression equation 
: :eJ~nt§d in table 13. 
From table 8 the April 1 snow-water equivalent at utilized snow 
courses is: 
l. Goodman Ranch 6.5 inches 
2. Trial Lake 32.1 inches 
3. Piney La Barge 20.7 inches 
4. c.c.c. camp 12.5 inches 
5. Snyder Basin Ranger Station 16.3 inches 
6. Average of 3, 4 and 5 16.5 inches 
From fieure 2a the uncorrected flow at Evanston from the Goodman 
~. index is l~O,ooo acre feet. A correction of plus 8000 is 
- ':':1ci from fieure 2b using the Trial Lake index. From table 10, 
;\: ril plus May precipitation at Evanston is 2.15 inches. 
2c i ndicates a correction of minus 41,000 for this amount 
IIence the flow at Evanston is pre1icted to be 
acre feet (150 + 8.41). 
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J\. flovi of 117,00 at Evanston produc:es a flow of 34, l)0 ac:re fe e t 
at Randolph (fi~ure 3). 
The average index from Pine'! La. Barr.;e , C.r,. r:. Camp, a nd Sn' der 
Basin fi.anger Station indicates an uncor:r>ected floVl for Smiths Fork near 
~order of 121,00 acre feet (fi p,ure 4a). Table 9a shows that twiee 
April plus May precipitatio~ at Border Vias 2.ll..! i.nches ,;hieh yields 
a corroction of minus 11,000 (fif,ure 4c). 
The corrected flow of Smiths Fork is then 111,000 acre feet. 
Fif,ure 5 shows that for 6.S inches of water at Goodman Ranch 
12,1...00 acre feet may be anticipate<i for Twin Creek at Sage. The 
3:1ticipated f l m:. at Border may now be computed from the rela ti r;nship: 
y = -61.36 + 1.404 X2 + 1. 045 X3 + 2.27 XL 
• re the symbols have the meanings as previousl;: iefined. Utilization 
o ~ th is equation yields a forecast floH of 21l,000 acre f(~ et at Rorder. 
Fieure 6 shOtiS that for 211,000 acre feet at Border 250,000 acre 
r t nay be expected at Harer which is the prediction for 194 9. 
Observed flu!; a t Harer was 237,000 acre feet. The forecast floH 
r.' c' • 
.. us :;>.:;> per cent l.n error. 
err- P;, ~.ISC:" ;F FCR~CAST ER:r-t It 
strear'lf:l.Oi·) recor-os in the :oJ lo~7.inv terMS (e): 
Excelle nt ' .. ithin 5 pe:::, cer.t 
GOO-1 '.:-j tl:i.n 10 per cer.t 
Fair "i +hin 15 per cent 
?'Jcr .Yrea~,=r t:H'l1 15 DeI' cent, 
• ~ c:':::'o:::' "'.3-::"een fcrecast DClI and ohserved f:c~: ;:cr t:1e tlwlve years 
son in the tarle arc the err rs c':.lta~;.cd :rOOl the forecact 
prese:1 tl:v- utilized by the Federal-State cccperatinp" llg8ncj.es 
qear Ri.er at Harer . Ttis latter error is compared grap~ically 
a .... n e.f'..lre P • 
. "IeI' o3i;. Harer 
e ;.;e __ ve :-rear pe riod from 19h3 to 1951pro']1i.ced, bv exi st.ing 
" , f"''''3casts 'tihose average error (T,l~thc1.!t regar'.1 to sim) .vas 
;,e minimum observed error was plus 4.3 -:-Jer cent w1ile 
c-::'rar ~"as plus 141 . 2 per cent (1954) . Cc;,marin,'3 errors 
meth':)(i durin.~ this pericd with the criteria previ ously 
OreC3.3ts 
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Utilizing the method as proposed by the author the averaee twelve 
year error is 12.7 per cent ( without regard to ~ ir,n) with a minimum of 
minus 1.4 per cent and a maximum of plus 50 per cent (1951..1). Comparinf.~ 
the errors with the criteria of accuracy there are: 
2 poor forecasts 
3 fair forecasts 
2 good forecasts 
S exce':"lent forecasts 
The cvr-rall forecast improvement is encourar,ing and should nerve 
as a basis for further stu-ly in order to bring about a more accurate 
prediction. The large pprcentage erro r observed in 1954, althoue:h more 
t'1an halved by this analysis, is a clear in'lication that not all of the 
l or, factors are being considered, or v;hdt is more probdblo , the flow 
:'actors are not beinE adequately Measured throughout the basin. There 
. : be a different comb Lnation of recorded nata that would materially 
n~fe ct a forecast for 1954, but observing the trenis of published 
v'lriables , the author is convinced that a forecast for Harer Vlould 
rr on t~le positive side. Viater equivalent inrlices \lere h i gh , the 
r 1 soil noLture was apparently fair to eood and, <l lthouCh the sprinG 
ins .Rr0 lir;ht, their influenc;e was probably not as great as the 
ror wouiJ tend to indicate • 
. ivpr at Borde r 
---- ----- -- ------
The ,.vc raGe tl. elve year error at Border is 12. S per r.ent (without 
r to s isn) 'dith a minimum of minus 1. 6 per cent and a r'laximum of 
17 ~_r cent (1945). In the t~7elve year period there \'lore : 
2 1 001' forecasts 
2 fair forecasts 
S ·ood :orecasts 
3 ·xce.L.lent forecasts 
rec (·rei 
'lnr er~~ a, td.~: 1 ~ C onsic!cr i r;:- t · .e (.Ai, "l'e cf t:le re ·:rre ssion e(J'~at i on 
between t~e statj.cns ~ l i~\ tond faV0r a ferecast3t Harer. 
S:r.i ths Fcrk :12ar Bord~:.:· 
The correla'ion e.stablished fer t .. s Ll,iportclnt ~rl.butary 3.0pcDrs 
of S!'I:.t'1S Fork P!t Porder avt:rp/os l~ per cent of t>e nON of the Bear 
Ri vel' at :-:ar~I' . Fl.1t ;.re work i.n '8::-,eiic t in;:: tv-e flov) at Harer car1not 
• ). Q"'; 
s'lf"") "!..S 1. 1 . ""_ 
[.1~n'1S 2 . 3 per cer;t in 195'LJ . TUs e"{ccllent forecClst )~or 1054 bears 
lin':. t .he !'·,8.t,e"lent made ear] ;.er rep:?rdi!1P the errcr made at ether 
T~is st8tement does not infe~ that the 
c> c.,re-.:m fl OH :'orecast in' t~le n')mrer of recorril.rJ,'" station!) straterically 
. ar 
-
• 1 "v"'-=r c.~ar 
---
fnere are, fer t}: e 1:v1€olve y~d.r t--€l'iod : 
,., 000'::' fe-recast.s 
.'~ ir' fC'recast 
p-~o<i LCl'9Casts 
cwlJ~~t forecasts 
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The average forecast classifie s as fair with 195u be:LnE again the 
year of maximum error. If a t;ypical canal ri.iversion could he found 
vlhich woulj serve as a parmneter for diversions al:'ovp Fvanstorl this 
relationship probably couln_ be iT7lproved. An intlCrent difficulty is 
apparent ¥lith hancilinr:: d iversions in accountinG for the interplay' of 
water rights and gene:ral r.ropping trends in the area refledinf', a 
varying volu:ne of water consumptivel;:; used. 
Further work with precipitation is \-,arrantf'd, particularly in the 
search for a weighted precipitation index which woul'i be !:lore represent-
ative of the upper Bear River watershed than tht- simple use of the 
roco~Js at Evanston. 
"~ar River ~ H.an'Jolph 
There are actuall:i only eleven :!oars of record at Ti.anrl.olph, the 
tJif'lfth year havinz been estimated from the flow of thf' near River 
nr ar Svanston for the purposes of this stu~y. In t~le plevcn years 
actuall? observed an ave raGe error of forf'cast of 3~ . ? per cent is 
':'1Jicate~l (\.ithout reeard to sign) with a r.J.ini:uu!i1 of 1 per cent and 
a ~axil'1ur.1 of 150 per cent in 1954. 'rho investiGation of rlivf")rsions 
t.:een Randolph and Evansc.on as discussed in the pre(~cding section 
.~ arain applicable. 
':.'able III shows for the period: 
( l)oor forecasts 
) fair forecasts 
1 r;oo 1 forecast 
1 r:-~rcllent forecast 
he previous section der.1onstrates that compensatin(3 errors between 
aT' Harer with the inclusion of the influence of S~iths Fork 
• r "'rce~ allow for a ['lore reliable p r e 1iction at Harer. 
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Twin Creek at Sage 
The most disappointins aspect of this s t u iy has been the non-
conformit,; of t he relationship hetween recorded data and the floVl of 
Twin Creek at Sage. 
The tvrelve year period ave rage error (without refY,ard to sie:n) is 
80.5 p0. r cent with a minimum of 5 pe r cent and a maximum of 322 per 
cent in 1953 . The re are: 
10 poor forecasts 
2 goon forecasts 
Goodman Ranch evidentl:r noes not reprosent a true iniex of run-
off pro ';ucing chara(;te ristics in the Twin r,reek d rainage b Clsin. High 
:lcgrees oe correlation have been shoVIn to exist between particular snow 
courses ani subsequent stream flow. A snow survey course located in 
t;lP headwaters of 'I\vin Creek would certainly improve the forecast 
accuracy. Perhaps an existing combination of currentl:r measured courses 
\','o\.=-d ioprove this relationship, but such a COMbination was not discovered 
;.,:: seve ral attenpts by the author. 
",ath a truly representative snow-water equivalent index established, 
t.!1r n the roles played by groundwater flow, soil moisture deficiencies 
-J. s~)rinG precipitation could be deduced. 
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THE 1955 FORECAST AS OF APRIL 1 
Results of 1955 snow surveys as of April 1 incticate the following 
snow-water equivalent indices at courses utilized by the author: 
Goodman Ranch 
Trial Lake 
Piney La BarGe 
C.G.C. Camp 
Snyder Basin Ranger Station 
7.3 inches 
25.3 inches 
16. )-t inches 
10.8 inches 
12.2 inches 
The fall precipitation index . at Border, W:,ror'1ing is 1. 9h inches. 
Consideration of these data in the manner illustrated in a preceding 
section will result in April-Septe'!!bcr foreeasts for the s eve ral 
stations analyzed. 
The majority of snow courses in the Bear River watershed and 
djacent drainage basins indicate snovl-water equivalent indices which 
re bela,; the lonG tern average. The averar,e index for Goodman Ranch 
":,5.5 inches. A snm.-water equivalent of 7.3 inches represents 133 
r cent of this averaGe. A basic concept of predicting stream flovr 
• :;J sn0\"; surveys is the uniform areal distribution of the big storms 
~. produce the majority of precipitation for subsequent runoff. The 
llrej snow-water equivalent as of April 1, 1955 at Goodman Ranch is 
ler:tly not characteristic of the watershed as a whole, nor partir:ul-
o existing conditions in the headvraters of the Bear River. The 
::-' l~arncd from 1.1r. G. L. Pearson of the Soil Conservation Se rvice 
50"" of the roads in the vicinity of Goodman R:J.nch were bare at 
o survey. Evidently some revision of the measured index at 
t':'on is warranted. Anal;,;,"Sis of the stations i llustrated in 
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figure 1, exclusive of Goodman Ranch, at the head of the Bear River 
inriicate a snow-water equivalent Yfhich is probably 89 per cent of 
no rmal. Ad justing the index at Goodman Ranch, as measured for these 
conditions, warrants the use of an index of 4.9 inches for this 
variable. The ad justed value has been used in the preparation of 
the following April-Septembe r forecasts. 
GaGing station Forecast April-Scpte~be r flow 
in thousand acre feet 
Bear River near Evanston 
Bear Hiver near Randolph 
Twin Creek at Sage 
Smiths Fork ncar Border 
Bear River at Border 
Bear River at Harer 
137 
108 
7. 8 
86 
191 
245 
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co:rC':LUSIONS 
1. The forecast of flow for the Bear HiveI' at Harer, I lano , can be 
i '!1proved by zoning the wdtershed, forecasting each zonal floH and by 
multiple correlation arciving at the primary forecast objective. The 
zones investigated in this analysis are a step in the right ri. irection, 
but an individual worker could scar~ely hope to exhaust all of the 
possibilities with their subsequent ramifications. Governmental 
agencies y~ith adequate clerical staff are best suited to conduct 
further studies of this nature. 
2. A snO\1 survey course should he established in the headwaters 
of Twin Cre8k to obtain a representative index for resulting runoff 
of this tributary. Establishr:lent of such a course or series of 
courses would characterize flow producing conditions on the western 
aspect of the mountains in the east central portion of the upper 
"'"<ear River drainage b3sin. In addition to improvi..ng the overall 
:'orecast at iIarer, a reliable forecast for T\vin Creek would mater-
ially assist irrieationdevelopment in that area. 
3. A diversional index is d,esireable for that portion of the !"lain 
s e:n above Evanston and a similar index f or diversions bet\leen 
f.vanston and Randolph. This latte r parameter would materially 
as~ist in accounting for deviations between the Evanston and Randolph 
a inc stations. 
:~ther than placing the uncorrected forecast burden on two snow 
rses for the flow at Evanston additional correlation should be 
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attempted by utilization of the neVler snml courses in the headwater 
area. At this time too few years of record exist for this study, but 
Chalk r;reeic No. 2 appears to be a promising index. 
5. The effect of anter.edent and subsequent precipitation on the flow 
of Smiths Fork can be interpreted more reliably by utilization of a 
weighted precipitation index for that area. Grover, Wyoming, appears 
to be a promising station. Prior to 1947 this station was known as 
Afton. 
6. The effect of sroundwater contributions as Measured byanter.edent 
flow indices was not determined satisfactoril:r in this analysis. Trends 
were indicated by methods discussed herein, but in r,eneral were incon-
clusive. Groundwater flow is certainly a variable to be accounted for 
and further work in this aspect is certainly warranted. 
'7. For practical reasons snow courses are not all sampled on April l. 
Future work in adjusting the forecast for s pring precipitation should 
adjust this value to the actual date of survey. 
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Table 1 . April-Septe'nber discharge in acre feet of Bear River at 
Harer, Idaho 
Year h.pril ~\1ay June Ju17 AUg1!st Sppte'11bor 
193,5 65 , 6:)0 104,900 70,020 27, 670 11, <;lLto 15,430 
39 51, 270 C;u/'20 21 , 500 11,030 7, 330 6,820 
1?40 9,390 7,900 8,990 ~ "S50 3, 620 3,710 
41 16,220 25, 880 5Lt , 080 22,490 12,600 10,070 
42 81 ,570 42 , 540 41,060 13,390 7, 500 :;,780 
43 90, 210 92 ,500 65,290 3Lt , 5~0 17/\()O 12,:"10 
hl~ 78, 700 (:; , 770 88 ,43J 3 ~) ,4('0 11,350 7 , ').)0 
4 '1 25 ,'-~OO 42 , 030 6t ,:)90 36 , 110 22,4 co :.. 7 , ""2) 
i.l' .l..11,100 109,000 )~ 5 r'<) ' --'- 19, 110 13 , .1.,0 13 , 1'10 I~ Lt5 ,710 97 , 230 103,6)0 40 ,7 30 21,40') 16,200 y{ 
' , L'" 68, 690 110,200 67 , 300 21 , 160 11,220 9, 010 
, 1 
4, . 49 , 830 63 , 540 69 ,380 23,?90 12, (70 7,?30 
1?50 93 , 070 15~,300 176,900 :;:;9 , 350 23,300 1(',450 
51 112,000 124 ,600 1')1,JOO 38 , 080 25, 240 17/320 
52 76, 030 225 , 300 109,000 42 ,040 19,500 15,230 
53 31, 36'J 26,300 74,?3o 2/),770 15,350 3, 045 
~4 15,Lt30 33,070 17 , 330 12 , 330 7,940 r:: ,730 
.. 
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Table 2. Apri1-Septer:lber discharge in acre feet of Bear River at 
Border, Wyoming 
Year :pril May June July· August September 
2-938 56,450 88,700 63 ,470 21,370 <3,660 11,640 
39 41,920 h2,130 17 , 0l~0 1,350 5,550 4,890 
1940 7, 760 6,1..00 7, 260 h,610 2,600 2,290 
h1 13,950 21,870 50,360 18, 500 10, 220 8,120 
)42 74 , 130 3'3,710 33, iliO 10, 230 5, 750 4,350 
43 74,500 70,200 61,320 30, 530 1h,790 9,760 
41~ 69,020 67,OhO 76,h50 27 , C;30 9,610 6,520 
he; 22,070 34 , 300 52 , 560 27,170 18,8hO 1.4,BhO 
46 90,230 80,950 37,910 111 ,990 10,~C;0 10, ')70 
47 38 , 030 81,390 91,hhO 32,950 16,970 13,11.0 
48 .61,090 87,330 51.! ,600 15, 090 8, 870 7, 010 
49 42 , 590 54 , 220 58,620 26 , 070 9, 930 5,640 
1950 75 ,460 118 , 500 146,hOO 5;J,510 19,480 13 , 330 
51 90, 030 95 , l30 85,360 32,310 22,040 15,130 
52 76,2 80 194,200 98 ,230 35,790 16, 320 12,610 
53 25 , 620 19, 520 70 ,460 20 ,ulO 11,540 6,320 
54 23 , 160 26 , SOO 13, °30 3,970 6,400 4,550 
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Table 3 • . April-September discharge in acrE' feet of -gear Rivpr near 
Ttanctolph , Utah 
Yea r April !!a~' June July AUf;ust September 
1944 39,590 43 , 540 45 , 750 ll,670 2, C;9') 1,f-l0 
45 15 ,630 13 ,650 22 , 140 9, 110 FJ , 360 h,100 
46 42 , 280 39 , 050 14 ,360 2, 330 2 , G20 1, 7hO 
47 15 ,390 35 , 200 52 ')~O , / ./ 11 , 600 4,490 2,~90 
48 39 ,550 47 ,270 21 , 0JO 1, 54'1 1. ,970 1,5h O 
49 26 , 240 26 ,170 32 , 540 9,73J 2,7wO 1,290 
1950 45 , 580 64,210 30, 35J 15,25J 6,300 2,490 
51 46 ,"'290 37 ,450 42,250 ? , 200 9, 24C h, 020 
52 59, 100 113 ,400 f-3,770 15 , 640 f3 ,h()O )1 , 370 
53 12/S10 3,9~0 41,390 4,530 3,h90 825 
54 ~ , u30 3,290 2, lJO 610 h30 396 
37 
Table -I . ..~ ril-Septe::,~)er ~isc'li:ir,.~e i!: acr€· fept. of Rear ·~iver nflar 
r:·tJar..st()~, oiYO;ii~g 
. 
Yf>ar hj;ril ,a;, June Jt.l ~'1.l1 !!'tlS t Sept p!"Ibe r 
1)L} y: ,2:)0 4:': , 1 i. ) . 'l "1 " i.lc , J :.J 7 ,(·10 1,39U 1f,~ 
44 27 ,3 9-' f.."j, .., 3') fJ , J"J 12 , 710 97 ~2 
1 22 ,lY) 41, :2) u) , 3 JO 12, 830 f) , ~l) 2,23Q 4) 
46 40,4 .... 0 U. ,41~ ~) 2J~ , 27~ 720 207 n6 
47 :h1,US·) 63 , ')lJ )) , 76,; 13 , JJJ 2 , ii()) 1,QO 
43 39,::7,J 1;3 , nO 25,11)0 507 7Ll IS 
49 30, J')J 0J, 25,-~ 4J , 17J ~ , 3h·~· u7J 342 
l~iSO 43,~ :JJ 1-7 ,320 85 , S:7 ij 17,270 2,470 2 , ~)5J 
)1 37,92) )) , 60 .. ) 51 , 1)10 12,36u /) , 90J 1,:,60 
S2 52 , 39 fj 1).1 , NO '\2 , 11u 15 ,3;0 f, , 3~O ? , C2'J 
53 1) , ')70 23,:,;:) 6(" JJJ 5, 2DU 1 , ({'10 160 
54 15 , 520 3'),2-1 J (; , 1)10 47S) ~c 1./ 0 
Table S. Apri1-Sept.embr·r 1ischarge i n a cre feet of Smit~ls Por..-:: ne"r 
Border, h'yoming 
Year AF r il ;,;la :/ June J 1..1y AUGust Sppte::lber 
1943 19,uJu 37, l)OO 40 , J70 23, 360 11 , ~BO 7, :310 
44 6,130 20, 130 31 , 600 1:~ ,060 Q, 330 ~ , 990 
4S 4 , 20J 25 , 360 35 ,4)JO 19 ,430 10,15,) 7, 170 
46 22, 93) 3u ,u60 29 ,310 13 , 690 8 , LI'J 6,350 
47 10, 240 48 ,370 Y~ , 21U 19 , 270 U , O]) 7, 110 
43 o , 'JrO 41 , 190 33, 770 lh , 090 ~ , 370 5, 920 
49 11 , 330 33 , 24 1) 29 ,490 13 , '140 il , 090 C; , Rho 
1950 11,460 JR , OOO 55 , 570 2(3, 270 11 , 9uO 7,540 
51 17 , SUO )O, 390 41, 230 21 / ')OJ 11 , 52J 7, 130 
52 13,410 uf:l , 390 35 , S20 15,4(,0 3, 000 6, 'J40 
53 7, 9)) 17, 360 39 , ~6Q 11 , l80 0,410 5 01n " " 
)4 '3 , 310 32 , 130 21 ,520 13 , 230 7, f;1U 5, 730 
Tal'le t; . Al 'ri1- Septe:nbpr 'Usch'J r ge in acre feet of Twi!1 r;reek at 
Sa€:c, .. ,.o"1ing 
r------- ,....-.~-.-- --._--_ .. - ... ------~.--- .---
39 
Yea r :q ril 1.1a 'r June July AUf(ust September 
_. 
1943 2 , %0 1,370 363 297 595 224 
44 10,l..:.}J 1,970 ,- , 550 k33 3JS 27t) 
45 1 , 760 570 862 312 1,380 29k 
46 5, 080 2,25J 717 Y.'9 S91 4'35 
~7 I 1 ,71L) ),720 2,110 589 I 741 632 
48 S,~JJ 2, 390 1,~~J 506 
I 
392 273 
49 2,13G 1, )U,.) 1 ,400 6% 299 26)j , 
, 
195J 8 , !-)OU '7 , 770 4 , L140 l ,710 995 721 
51 7,()9'J 3,24') 1,~(U 697 461 447 
52 6" J70 6 , !~ 2 ') 2, ;;20 1,410 I 91)0 7Sl 
I 
53 1,'J70 611 42C 227 174 209 
54 1,27J 1~:' 1 h11 250 168 167 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, , 
4u 
Table 7. i~pri1-Scpter:lb0r dis charGe totals 2.r! acr'" feet 
Yf"ar r 0 1 .- r.1 I~ 
" 
1\ R C J F. F 
~- t--
193t 295,56J "5'\ 7"0 t: ... , ;I 
39 14" ,570 117,')30 
1940 39,460 3U , ?20 
4i ll.t 1, 3LO 123, ,-/2U 
42 191 , m~O 171 ,J10 
43 315 ,4~u 261,10,) 1") :J, [:9/ 1'~~ 20 c 1"1, ~ , , ... 
~h 273 , :;00 2S6,170. l..l.W .-.r' 1/},3~9 '1'" ,3~ J 17,9/.3 , I::> ) 
~) 210,91~J 167,730 7-"', 79'J 127,1'( ) 1.)1, 7C:;\) :),1:;l 
4e, 311,!~~O 24) ,400 D1,73C 112,J73 1l~ , }:)O ~; ,1(92 
~~ 7 324 , 970 273,940 122 , 510 1)O , 9~') 131, , 23C 7,~S2 
£,,1 2B3 , 030 234,')40 112 , 7;;0 :32,51 f 111,1120 1:' , ;':11 +'-
49 237 , 31.0 197 , 070 )8 , 710 131, :~lO 1 '1 , ~30 6, 317 
19jO 5'1i <7 j 423,6GO 2ll,l'30 22L,4<:\0 :r;2,73G 24,23~ i- oJ ,--, 
51 4l3 , 740 34J, J0U 11d , i..SO 161i , ... .3'.) 21.;;,.11C 13 , L~9) 
52 4'37 , 100 433 , 930 2Ut , 330 2h :) , 210 12: ,2? U lQ , 221 
53 183 , 755 153 , 370 67 , 325 113 , 100 9 ,C'20 2,719 
54 92 ,430 23,110 1:'-; , 306 r". "~,, ,13'3 , 600 2, 757 ... )4..." ,-) 
~olu~n Gazin~ s~ation 
h. ]<edr River at Earer, :::dnho 
B ~ear ~iver at 'Sorrir>r, -::YO"1inr 
CRear Hivpr ncar 1andQlph, Utah 
D 8ear ~Uver near Evanston, ::"o:-::inr, 
E Snit:ls Fork ne.:lr ?or:ier, \'-:-oming 
F' Tv:it! ~reek at Sa£;p, ·~,~~,I"o~in~~ 
Table 3. npril 1 snm .... eq\.oivalcnt inches of water 
.Y'.:::a r 
, 
1)43 15 . 7 
44 9. 3 
45 10.5 
46 o ' " • J 
L7 10. 6 
4G 9.S 
49 12. ;' 
1950 16. 1 
Sl 13 . 7 
S2 16. J 
S3 10. ; 
54 12 . ? 
_----=«:-..::o.~ ... q 
-. 
B 
29 . 7 
13.2 
15. 5 
21. g 
17 . J 
17 . 1 
20. 7 
24 .4 
24 . 3 
24 . 7 
lS . h 
22 . 9 
,--
Column 
D 
C 
D 
E 
f 
C 0 1 u 'l1 n 
C D 
23. 4 22 . 9 
9. 9 10 . :1 
9. 7 11.9 
17. 9 1~ . 3 
ll . t=> 13 . 1 
12 . 8 13. 1 
16. 3 16. 5 
17. 2 I 19. 9 
22 . 1 20. 3 
17 . 9 19.5 
13 . 3 13 . 2 
l e.4 I S. 1 
-
Snoll Course 
c . c . ~ . r:ar!lp 
Piney - La Sarge 
Sn:;'der Basin 
"' 
5.1 
6. 6 
4. 1 
3. 2 
3. 2 
4. 4 
6 . ~ 
I J .3 
6. 1 
9. 9 
6. 2 
S. t-
.Ave rage of ,\. , :' , and Ij 
Goodman Ranch 
Trial Lake 
41 
F 
36.6 
21.7 
21r. 'l 
?f . f:. 
27 . 2 
23. 5 
32 . 1 
3° . 0 
33 . 9 
39 . 3 
21. 8 
23 . 9 
42 
Table 9a . Fall prrcipitation at Border, ,i:rominc 
.. 
I 
Year Forecast Oct . tL'l . 1-20 Oct. p;'us 
year }J r ecip . : recipe twi~e ':OV. 
1-2 j prf' ci:;:) . 
1942 1943 .96 .70 2 ~ 36 
Ld 44 ';' . -l2 J 1.~2 44 4S . 19 . S'5 2. 09 4:; Li(, 1. 73 1.90 5' . 53 46 47 " c:: ' .L3 3. )6 i. _,0 
47 48 ' ... . ""'1 1.2) 3.62 .... . ..1..,:: I 43 4s' 1. 26 1.37 4. 02 ! 49 1950 2.30 
. 39 3.53 
1951) 51 .73 2. f:2 5.97 51 52 1.39 .7 :; 2.95 52, 53 0 . 24 . ~8 
53 54 I . 73 I • r;)j 1.°1 54 55 I .90 ! . 52 1.?U I \ 
-
Table 9b . Spring precipitation at Border, ,'iyoming 
Year Apr il Ma? 'I\rice April 
prrJcipitation precipitation plUG :!ay 
Pl"E' cipi tat ion 
1943 .75 1. 27 2.77 
44 2. 27 1.23 5.77 
4S .75 2.71 4. 21 
46 .25 1.77 2.27 
47 1. 83 1. SO 5.16 
48 1. 57 . S5 4.29 
49 .32 1.50 2.11 
1950 . 82 1. 70 3.34 
51 1.11 . 67 4.29 
52 . 60 . 219 1.69 
I 53 1.46 1.72 4.61. 54 .17 .55 . 89 . 
Table 10. S,t:ring precir,itatl.On at Evanston, ,,~roming 
Year .I.pril ;,tay T\, ice April 
prEci:ritation preci~)itation plus ::.ay 
predpit:ttion 
19 ... 13 1.20 1. 05 3. h5 
hu 1.34 1.07 h.75 
4 ~ 1. 07 1.37 3. 51 
h6 1. (.,r) 1. 75 )~ . 95 
47 1. '15 1. 51 4 . '31 
hS 2. 57 . 29 S.h3 
49 • . J/' 2 . 0', 2. 15 
19~O . 6L 1.17 2.1.5 
51 '1~ • '..; Q 1.23 2. 95 
52 .Sl 1. 3" 2. J6 
:)3 1.11 1.72 J . )4 
54 . 37 . 93 1.67 
Table L . \'OLTf 1a t~on a'1.a1 vsis 1 ':'v-.ef'n 
1. Gh1r ItivflI' at {Tarvr , I'.:~lO (y) 
2 . 1<par ;~iv('r ut ;:loripr, "~lo~-:'nL (::) 
!'ear Pear Bear 
Harer 
y I 
39 
I 
4 
t. 
l?50 
51 
52 
53 
:~~! 
'1"o:"a1 
"ear',. 
QOI'.J( l' 
X 
? t'. I) 
,-,;v . I 
30. :' 
123.0 
171.3 
261.1 
2:': .2 
It,,. ~ 
245.4 
2:3.9 
2)1.. J 
] , 7. 1 
L23 . 7 
340. 0 
L33 . :) 
153 . ~ 
~3 . 1 
3,7(-::.-..1 
221.64 
29~ . h 
1.:1'" . 6 
3'; . :) 
Ih1.3 
1:;;1. ' 
:::~ . t) I 
272 . 6 
21D . . :" 
311. ~ 
32~ . D 
2,~.~ . 1 
237.3 
52.) • ~ i 
41" . 7 
487 . 1 
1~3 . 7 
92 . rJ 
~I , i '7 . 1 
2f)L . 07 
~2 ,(j'j-.J. (~L. 
D ,37f. . Jl 
:ISh . '31 
lS,12> . )J 
2:: ,3(1).A9 
68 , 173.21 
65 ,63".44 
28, ')32 .04 
6e: , 221.16 
75 , 121.21 
~L , 75~ . 00 
3~ , S4S . L.l 
179, -;21. 69 
115 , t5,:)0 • . n 
lr ,2h~ .21 
2J , ~Q~ . 21 
( , 78c' . 1 
1.,.)2' , 17( . 34 
n = 17 
:1:X '., - 794 , 9u3. 79 
; U~·)2-= l35 , 112 . 93 
,(:~=;)2 = ::. , 1'35 ,46fJ. 32 
x'! 
! 
7 .... ,13f..,.1 I 
17,117.14 I 
1,220 . ~5 
17,]79. 0 0 
32,~5~.3L 
82, 377. 05 
71,3 77.3° ! 
3~ , q1C'~q2 
7t , ,' .. 42 . 10 
89 , 017.~O 
67 , :~ l:; . he) 
4s ,T'1. <"13 
221 , 7th.SJ 
L~ 2 ,3 r; ~ . )0 
211,]52.t'r; 
2°,271. 1.) 
7,f.·\(....?S 
1 22L ie'l, Q" , ..... , ~ -.;t. .. . 
P-7, 17') . Y" 
22 , f I1.":'( 
1,r,C.O. 25 
J ° ,O(~C; . 69 
JA ""<'7 "4 " . • L. 
?S , ;::lo. 2C: 
77 , ")1" . ;:A 
4\ , 1~7Q . °1 
97 ,0;2 . 25 
105 t:') ~ "j'" 
- , "-,. ~'...) 
93 , )rH.,(l 
5(" , J 1.?" 
27J':::!.;7 . :'t 
l~~,J')~'.(S 
?')- ')(( 
t....." , .;.. ... .l. 
hL 
33 , 71.1). flQ 
~ , 5~f . 2c' 
1 ,4f)"\2')7. 27 
45 
TABLE II 
REGRESSION EQUATION 
_ ~y)- NMXMY 1224054.88 - 994983.99 
BYX - f( X2) - NIMX)2 :: 1028176 .34 835112.93 
_ 229070.89 
- 193063.41 BYX=1.I86 
A:: MY-BMX = 264.07-(1.186)(221.64) 
= 264.07 - 262 .06 A= 2.01 
ry-;-'i ~6 j-+'-I.I-am 
UNADJUSTED COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
RXY = C (XV) - NMXMY 
Y[t. (X2) - N (MX)2.][t(Yl-N(My)2J 
229070.89 229070.89 
= = vi ( 193063.41){1460207.27-185460.32) 23031 1.90 
RXY:: 0 .994 
ADJUSTED COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
_"2 
RXY = 1 - ( I - R2 X Y )( N - I ) N-2 :: 
I - ( I - .988 )( 16 ) 
15 
I - ( .012) ( 16 ) 
::--~-----
15 
:: 0. 987 
STANDARD ER ROR OF ESTIMATE 
_ • / l:y z -N(My )2 (I-RtXY) 
SYX:: V N - l 
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMlNATION 
_ _2 
OXY = RXY = 0.987 
RXY::' .993 
274 74 6.95 ( 1- .987) 
16 
SYX = 14.94 
Tab1f' 12 . Scrre1atlon ana1'~is ~pt~cen 
1.:\ear 111 ver npar ii.and olph (j') and 
Bear RivE"r '1 p ar Fvanston (x) 
Year Dear ncar 
~:vanston Hando1;..h 
.., 
X Y x~ 
17'44 161.4 l..l~~ . i3 2~ , 'J4:; . 96 
4) 127 . 2 72 . 0 16, 179 . 34 
L6 112.2 101. S 1') , 53~ . 34 
, ., 
4( 151.0 122 . 5 22 , '301. 00 
-. 132 . 5 11') • :1 17 , ~S6 . 25 4 
.~ 13" . 6 93 . 7 19 , 20) . 96 I .... ~' 
1.~SJ 220 . 5 21L . 2 4'l , 620 . 25 
·51 161. . 4 ll:'i . I~ 27,027 . 36 
52 2( ~ . 2 264. J 71 , 931.24 
~.., 113 . 1 67 . 3 12 ,791. 1..1 .') ,) 
To a1 1 , ~3S; . 1 1 , )47 . 4 27L! ,756 . 31 
'~ean 153 . r: l 13L" . 71~ n ~. ~~"_ l " 
--
, ..- )' 
: .. 6 
. .2 x," 
.' 
23,370.72 20 , j67 • ')!. 
9 , 1):\ . 40 5' ,J % . ')0 
11 ,421. 96 1') , 3.1)3.24 
F, , 497. )~) 1~ , ()06 . 2S 
llJ,946. 00 1? , 723 . 'i)-" 
13,f)79 . Q2 q, 71 1.1)~1 
47 ,231.1:) hS ,'~(\ l. 64 
24,39(,.9[, 22 , 022. 5(' 
7l , J46 . 1R 70,172.01 
I 
7 , 611.,~3 4,S2 O . 2t; I I 
241 , Y 'O . 27 2V, C:ol. SA 
_._.,... 
-. . .....-
---1 
TABLE 12 
(CONTINUED- ) 
I. REGRESSION EQUATION 
£(XY)- NMXMY 
BYX = tC Xl) - N (MX )1 = 241 360 .27 - 14115 .33 274756.31 -252523.88 
47 
27244.94 
= ~2-22--3:-2-. -4-:-3 BYX = 1.226 
A = MY-BMX = 134.74 -(1.226)(158.91) 
= 134.74 - 196.05 
IY = - 61.31 + 1.226 X \ 
2. UNADJUSTED COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
£ (XY) - NMXMY 
R X Y - -;;:;::;::::;;:==;:::===;::;:;n;:;;::::;;:;=:::::;::::::::;:;;:;:: 
- ~(t(X2J- N(MX)i][f.lyZ)-N(My)2J 
21244.94 
:I ~(22232 . 43) (35042 . 88) 
3. ADJUSTED COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
A = 61.31 
21244.94 
27912 . 10 
RXY= .976 
R%XY = 1- (1- R%XY) (N-I) _ 
(N - 2) 
1 - ( 1- .953) (9) 
8 
( .047)(9) 
= 1 - 8 RXY = .973 . 
4.STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 
SYX (1- R%XY) :. ~( 350:2 .88)c .053) 
SYX = 14 .36 
5 . COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION 
DXY = 'R2XY = .941 
Table 13 . 
Year 
194i~ 
45 
L~6 
47 
43 
49 
1950 
S1 
52 
53 
54 
~ 
M 
~orr . item 
Corr. sum 
1944 
45 
46 
47 
4:1 
h9 
1950 
51 
52 
53 
..... 1 )u 
1:. 
Iii 
r:orrr<i.ation a'1dl'rsis h,t'fle(>n 
1. ~kar Hiver at Bomer (xl) 
2. S"".iths For,-: w'ar BOMer (x2 ) J . ;:lear Hiver ncar Randol, h (x.) 
4. TViin Creer: at Sage (Xl .. ) -' 
256. 2 
169 . l3 
24S . Lt 
273 . 9 
2J4 . 0 
197 . 1 
423 . 7 
34J . O 
433 . 9 
153 . 7 
133 . 1 
2 , '\11. J 
2t:;5 . 54 
" = 11 
12 , '41.04 
7 , 977 . ~IJ 
11 , 727 . 3C 
16,h39 . ~·j 
12 , 56S . 92 
lJ , 047/6 
32 , 729 . 76 
22, 170. 96 
33 , uJ,) . 3,~ 
6, 635. 78 
1,355. 58 
h ('" ...,,,~JI 
r'-C . , , '- 1..)~ 
87 . 3 
110. 3 
11) . 2 
IJ1~ . 2 
111. 't 
101 . l 
152 . 'i 
14::1. 4 
12c . 2 
9~ . 6 
[lQ . 6 
1, :27f... 3 
116. 03 
22 , 366 . 26 
1 "" 13 . 1,4 
2J,27~ . f) 
36, 757 . )." 
2'\067 . 6,) 
2 ;,v6L . 78 
64 , 741.JC 
50,79/' . J0 
51~ , 759 . 1 q 
15,17L54 
7, 362 . el6 
3L 5 , 172 . ~~ 
l.l.ili • '3 
72 . U 
101. q 
122 . 5 
112 . I 
98 . 7 
214 . 2 
148. 4 
2hJ.1 . 9 
67 . 3 
15 . 3 
1,3iS2 .7 
123 . 93 
)" 2 
'3 
2J,9(-.7 . 04 
5, 1JL • oj.) 
1J,3iS3 . 24 
15 , JOel. 25 
12 , 723 . % 
9, 741.36 
L5 , '331.64 
22 , 022 . 56 
70 , 172 . )1 
4,529 . 29 
23L. 09 
"'1< ('I ...... ~ t.~ 
L_·-" .... ~_~ ...... / 
r:orr . iterr. 53 ,111.76 
Cerro sum 9,609 . 78 
32iS,lSJ . 37 
19 , 017 . 31 
168 , 308.30 
4i3 , 01~ . B5 
5.2 
9.5 
7. 6 
10. 9 
f- . 3 
24 . 2 
13 . 5 
1Q . 2 
2. 7 
2. 3 
11 Q . 9 
10. Q1 
37 , J97 . 76 
12,22r:: . t:.O 
24 , 9R1. 72 
31 cC2 '"'[" -, , :;7) . • 17) 
26 ,39S . 20 
1S; ,45"3 . 77 
90,7~') . 5u 
50,LSt: . 'X) 
11L , 9hO. 11 
IJ,357 . ~7 
1 , 27~ . 43 
421 , 4;~ . 3) 
7, fS21.29 
12 , 27f . ~ 
13 , 271. oh 
113 , 009 . ~4 
1? ,409 . J~ 
1'.1 , 363 . 24 
23 , 347 . % 
22 , 320. 36 
11),921). 44 
9, 721. 96 
7,849 . 96 
153 , 11° . 37 
14 9, OQ2 . 57 
5, :)21) . 90 
65 , 633 . 'l4 
2'\ '132 . 84 
60,221.16 
75 , 021 . 21 
5U ,7Sf1 . 00 
3r; , 3h'\hl 
179 , 521.1)9 
115, t);J '. J-J 
1,),l,2h9.21 
23 ,615.21 
h- ,905J,1 
S37 , 29::; . 0'"1 
34g , 219.2S 719 , 052 . 07 
73 ,2h9 . 10 119 , 246. 11 
'Ie r 
1 r- I t 
_1t .......... 
~5 
46 
\.'7 
1 .. 1 
, r) 
..;1 
l:'S'J 
51 
~2 
~J 
.'..) 
S:.. 
t 
~.r 
~o ·"c . it:e:1 
~r.rr . sU.:l 
)"2X~ 
I,S71.~O 
~~, . 16 
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